Abstract-Regulators all around the world have started identifying the portions of the spectrum that will be used for the next generation of cellular networks. A band in the mmWave spectrum will be exploited to increase the available capacity. In response to the very high expected traffic demand, a sharing mechanism may make it possible to use the spectrum more efficiently. In this work, moving within the European and Italian regulatory conditions, we propose the use of Licensed Spectrum Access (LSA) to coordinate sharing among cellular operators. Additionally, we show some preliminary results on our research activities which are focused on a dynamic spectrum sharing approach applied in simulated 5G cellular scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The next generation of cellular networks will need to cope with a very high mobile traffic demand, due to the expected increase in the number of connected devices and of the traffic they produce [1] . As an enabler for these capacity-intensive applications, the mmWave band (approximately between 10 and 300 GHz) has been identified as a promising candidate for communication, thanks to the availability of wide portions of free spectrum [2] . Therefore, the fifth generation of cellular networks (5G), which is currently being standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), will introduce carrier frequencies in the mmWave bands.
In the meantime, in addition to the 3GPP specification, spectrum regulators are providing indications on the mmWave bands they plan to release, and on the authorization mechanisms they plan to use in these frequencies. In the European spectrum specifications [3] , each Member State should indicatively consider the range of frequencies between 24.25 and 27.5 GHz in a way to uniformly spread the use of 5G frequencies throughout Europe. Furthermore, each Member State is required to be flexible in the mix of authorization approaches to use. Alternative authorization approaches may include general authorization regimes (license exemption), exclusive license, licensed shared use between different User Equipments (UEs), geographical sharing (comprising sub-national, regional and site-specific licensing, including at the local level directly to businesses), or more dynamic approaches to spectrum sharing in time and space, possibly using geolocation databases [3] .
Another important aspect, which should be properly settled, regards the coexistence of 5G systems around the 26 GHz band (or equivalent mmWave bands) with other services
The authors would like to thank Dr. Federico Boccardi for useful discussions about this work. The work of M. Zorzi has been partially supported by NYU Wireless. such as wireless fixed links and also Fixed-Satellite Services (FSSs) [4] . Depending on the location of the fixed links, the demand for 5G small cells, and the extent to which interference can be mitigated using new technologies, it may be possible to deploy 5G small cells within the same frequency range as some of these existing fixed links.
Even if the mmWave spectrum is large, in order to fit multiple operators in the available band, high 5G performance will only be possible with intelligent spectrum management mechanisms. For this reason, there arises a question from the regulators on how to efficiently use the available spectrum. According to regulatory rules which impose the full use of the band, and in order to address the question of how to properly use the available spectrum, in this work we propose a spectrum sharing solution for the mmWave band in 5G cellular scenarios. This requires an adaptive technology which can control and coordinate the sharing between operators. This technology must operate with a known language so that it can be used by all the entities in the network. To be precise, in this work we suggest the use of either a Licensed Spectrum Access (LSA) approach or similarly the use of a third-party spectrum broker, both with the role to control and dynamically coordinate the sharing of licensed spectrum and efficiently use the resources according to operators needs. For example, if in a particular spatial and time instance the traffic grows faster and traditional exclusive spectrum is not enough, LSA allows for sharing while meeting the requirements of mobile operators and incumbents for predictable conditions of spectrum use and Quality of Service (QoS). The accessible band of any operator can be dynamically adjusted according to the needs of each network in the environment at any particular instant. Efficient spectrum sharing is necessary to provide fairness in the allocation as well as service satisfaction across multiple UEs while maximizing the spectral efficiency and the utilization of the total available bandwidth. In order to use the available spectrum in an efficient way, there should not be any unused resources. LSA may be a proper approach to avoid this issue, as it facilitates access to additional licensees in bands which are already in use by one or more incumbents 1 . We note that this should not be confused with the Licensed Assisted Access (LAA) approach, a technology which involves the sharing and aggregation of different bands (e.g., unlicensed spectrum) or also different Radio Access Technologies. Instead, LSA is a concept which permits to dynamically share the band, whenever and wherever it is unused by the incumbent users, i.e., Primary Users (PUs). The shared use of the spectrum is only allowed on the basis of an individual authorization (i.e., operators holding an LSA license or registered to use the band). As shown in Fig. 1 , each operator (i.e., incumbent) can request an LSA license through the LSA repository. Then, the LSA controller, in agreement with the administrative entity, has the task to address all the license requests. LSA is defined within the framework of the European Union as: "a regulatory approach aiming to facilitate the introduction of radiocommunication systems operated by a limited number of licensees under an individual licensing regime in a frequency band already assigned or expected to be assigned to one or more incumbent users" [3] . Under this approach, the additional users are authorized to use the spectrum (or part of the spectrum) in accordance with sharing rules included in their rights of use of the spectrum, thereby allowing all the authorized users, including incumbents, to provide a certain QoS [3] .
A. Related Works
Works [6] , [7] and [8] discuss possible sharing approaches that can be used for future mobile scenarios. However, in all these survey works simulation results are missing and a detailed mmWave environment was not considered. Some simulations and numerical evaluations were presented in [9] , [10] and [11] . In both [9] and [10] it is shown that spectrum sharing at mmWave has the potential for a more efficient spectrum use than a traditional exclusive spectrum allocation to a single operator. Work [11] introduces a hybrid spectrum access scheme for mmWave networks, where data packets are scheduled through two mmWave carriers with different characteristics. In particular, the authors combined a lower mmWave band with exclusive access and a higher mmWave band where spectrum is pooled between multiple operators. As a result, the investigation shows that this approach provides advantages for the average UE with respect to traditional fully licensed or fully pooled spectrum access schemes. The approach in [11] is dynamic, but cannot change during transmission, which means that the spectrum allocation is done only once, e.g., before starting the transmission. Differently, work in [12] reports a comparison between fixed and dynamic spectrum sharing and shows that dynamic spectrum sharing can benefit from spectrum handoff to enhance the rate performance by switching from the unavailable channels to the available ones, thereby maximizing the utilization of the total available bandwidth. Generally, dynamic spectrum sharing can benefit from spectrum handoff. On the other hand, static spectrum sharing can avoid the impacts of spectrum handoff delay by allowing Secondary Users (SUs) to back off and wait if any PU is using the same channel. In [13] , the authors proposed a spectrum market mechanism where sharing is promoted explicitly by the government which regulated the use of the spectrum. The frequency regulator offers subsidy support to the wireless operators and requires a performance metric to be reported. Therefore, the spectrum is better exploited and all the entities benefit from this approach. Finally, work [14] proposed the use of a geolocation database together with a spectrum broker to control the time and spatial allocation of the band.
None of the above related works have discussed the possibility to apply an LSA approach or a third-party spectrum broker as a controller which helps to improve the spectral efficiency of the networks in mmWave bands. For this reason, in this work we are suggesting the use of such approaches for mmWave bands in a way to improve the spectral efficiency and the QoS that operators can ensure to the customers.
II. SPECTRUM USE

A. Sharing Mechanisms
Before entering into the details about the Italian spectrum specifications 2 , we discuss in this first part the two possible mechanisms that can be used to dynamically allocate spectrum. On one hand, we can consider an LSA approach where the administrative entity has direct control of the licensed band and also the temporal LSA licenses which are distributed to the other operators, i.e., the secondary users (SUs). On the other hand, a spectrum broker can also be considered which is not directly controlled by an administrative entity, but rather by a third-party company. In this second approach, only an agreement between operators is required, so that more complex business models become possible. It is clear that both these allocation procedures depend on the spatial region considered. Therefore, a geolocation database will be needed to store information about which portion of the band is shared and in which region.
Furthermore, an additional economic study is required, in order to understand if operators have business advantages to dynamically share the spectrum. In this preliminary analysis, we are not focusing on any economic aspects. Therefore, we reserve as a future work the study of how to optimize the use of spectrum considering also a cost model for sharing the band.
In the following section, we will analyze in detail the Italian spectrum specifications for the 5G mmWave band. However, similar procedure and considerations can be applied to other bands according to their corresponding regulatory specifications.
B. Italian regulatory conditions
AGCOM, the Italian spectrum regulator, provides a plan in [15] , where 1 GHz of bandwidth at 26 GHz is designated for 5G applications and allocated for a future auction 3 . Furthermore, the entire bandwidth is slotted in five chunks with fixed sizes of 200 MHz each. Each operator can buy the license for at most two chunks and, if a band is not used, other operators or services in the area can use the portion of unused spectrum. Figure 2 : View of the spectrum around 27 GHz. The top part shows the designated use for each band, while in the bottom we show the five chunks of 200 MHz each, which will be auctioned in the Italian territory as specified in [15] .
This last rule is fundamental in order to efficiently use all the spectrum and avoid waste of resources. This restriction is valid in relation with the area considered, and therefore the use of the spectrum may vary in different regions. For this reason, an approach such as LSA combined with geo-location databases appears to be a proper solution to address the use of resources. A display of the portion of the band in question can be seen in Fig. 2 . The figure exhibits also the current use of the frequencies below 26.5 GHz and above 27.5 GHz (e.g., the broadband satellite communications designated for frequencies between 27.5 and 29.5 GHz). The detailed values here reported are taken from [15] and are valid for the Italian territory. Even if the concept proposed in this work is studied focusing on those values, it can be identically considered in others portion of the spectrum for the other European Member States and likewise other countries outside Europe.
As a possible result of the auction, five operators can buy a chunk of band each or, differently, four operators can buy the license of a chunk each, while the last unsold chunk can be shared among all the operators. Another possible outcome of the auction can see a single operator owning two chunks (i.e., 400 MHz of band) and the other three owning only a single chunk each. These are all possible outcomes of the auction. In the next part of the paper we will focus on the evaluation of just the first case, which is the most appropriate choice. Thus, we are considering five operators assigned a chunk of 200 MHz each.
Following these preliminary assumptions, we examine here a scenario with M = 5 operators indexed by m ∈ {1, . . . , M }. Each operator owns distinct Next Generation Node Bases (gNBs) with no particular infrastructure sharing between operators, and the only iterations take place through the LSA controller. If W tot = 1 GHz is the total system bandwidth available in the portion of spectrum accessible for auction (i.e., band around 26 GHz), initially we assume that each of the five operators is auctioned a W m = 200 MHz chunk of licensed bandwidth, in which the m-th operator is the PU and has priority access. Therefore, bands assigned to different operators are disjoint. In this exploratory study, the effective allocation is dynamically adjusted according to the instantaneous traffic. In particular, an operator whose traffic is below a certain threshold must release part of its resources to other operators on a secondary basis.
As previously mentioned, in this paper we propose and evaluate an approach where the spectrum is dynamically allocated. The use of the dynamic access scheme is motivated by the fact that in some cases an operator may need more resources with respect to the other operators in a particular area. Thus, a dynamic allocation of the resources can help to improve the QoS experience of the UEs in a particular time and space instance. The dynamic approach offers also better balancing of the available resources with respect to the baseline case, resulting in higher fairness. By adding the dynamic component, the average throughput and spectral efficiency are further improved thanks to the dynamic allocation of resources among operators. We note that this approach is reminiscent of the LSA framework, in fact, the dynamic component of the approach is achieved thanks to the LSA procedure, which permits to share the unused PU resources with others operators (i.e., SUs) as a way to better use the entire bands. Similarly, as previously mentioned, this dynamic sharing can be managed by a third-party broker which has the same distributed role of controlling the use of resources as in the LSA mechanism. In order to reproduce this behavior, we model a scenario where the allocated band for each operator is proportional to its traffic.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
In order to provide a proof-of-concept evaluation of the proposed dynamic hybrid spectrum access approach under realistic scenarios for mmWave cellular systems, we study it through a simulation methodology, where detailed models are used for all important effects and variables (including in particular channel characteristics and association policies), as described below. To do this, we simulate a dense area where multiple operators are co-located, and compare the performance of a baseline configuration with one based on dynamic sharing.
Deployment Model: For each operator m ∈ {1, . . . , M }, the positions of the UEs and of the gNBs are modeled according to two Poisson Point Processes (PPPs), with densities λ UE and λ gNB in area A. This corresponds to considering an unplanned deployment, where gNBs are not optimally located.
Channel Model: The Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) channel matrices are generated according to a statistical channel model derived from a set of extensive measurement campaigns in New York City [16] . We capture the metric of interest from the typical user located in the center of the area. With this method, we remove the border effects by considering all the interfering terms, thereby correctly evaluating the statistics of interest for the typical user.
Beamforming: We model the antennas as a Uniform Planar Array (UPA) with λ/2 spacing at both the gNB and the UE. Furthermore, we precisely model the antenna radiation pattern following the 3GPP specifications, as done in [17] . This permits to carefully characterize the steering beams, and therefore to have a precise knowledge of the amount of power irradiated by the antenna arrays in all directions, thus accurately computing the desired and interfering signals. Among other simplifications, this model assumes perfect beam tracking and the ability to form an arbitrary BF vector. Therefore, we can generate a beamforming vector for any possible angle and we also assume perfect alignment between the beams of each UE and its serving gNB.
Rate and Scheduling Model: For simplicity, in this initial study we assume that the channel gain is flat across time and frequency. We consider beamforming with single-stream transmissions (i.e., we do not consider spatial multiplexing) to any one UE. Thus, we define with term G ij the desired gain between gNB i and UE j. Similarly, we consider the gain G ijk from an interfering gNB k from the same operator m. In this case, the UE will experience a time-varying interference as the interfering gNB directs its transmissions to the different UEs it is serving 4 . The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is then given by
where P is the total transmit power from the gNB, N 0 is the thermal noise power spectral density and ij is the path loss between gNB i and UE j and is computed considering Line of Sight (LOS), Non Line of Sight (NLOS) and outage states [16] . The summation in the denominator of (1) is over all gNBs k in the band, including gNBs of the same operator. Note that, within the cell, we assume that UEs are scheduled on orthogonal resources (e.g., in time or frequency) and hence there is no intra-cell interference.
Using the SINR expression in (1) we approximate the throughput for the j-th user (η j ) as follows
where the total available resources, which are identified by the band W m , are split among all the N (m) i users of operator m associated to the i-th gNB. The ratio between the total bandwidth W m and the number of users N (m) i associated to the specific carrier provides the average amount of resources allocated to the j-th user over time.
We are also interested in the evaluation of the achievable performance in the case in which the transmission is performed with a coordination mechanism which permits to properly avoid inter-cell interference. In this last particular case, the interference can be neglected and the SINR formula in (1) can be approximated with the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) expression as followsγ
Carrier Association: In cell and carrier association, each UE j must be assigned a serving gNB cell i. To be precise, each UE is associated with the gNB that provides the smallest path loss among all the available gNBs of the operator. Multiple UEs can be associated with a single gNB, while the gNB serves only a single UE per unit time slot according to a uniformly random scheduler.
Evaluation Approach: In order to evaluate the benefit of a dynamic sharing approach, we present a preliminary analysis of two different scenarios. As the baseline case, we consider a scenario where all the operators are serving the associated UEs using only the licensed chunk of band they own. As an alternative scenario, we consider a dynamic case where the resources are split among the operators according to the number of associated UEs in the area. This simulation tool permits to understand the benefit and the achievable throughput of a system with a dynamic use of the resources. To be precise, defining as the typical gNB the gNB to which the typical UE is associated, we compare the number of associated UEs to the typical gNB with respect to all the other gNBs in the area. We then split the total band W tot according to the need of each operator in the considered area. For instance, if the typical gNB of operator m has fewer associated UEs with respect to the other gNBs in the area, the allocated band W m used for the transmission of the typical gNB will be smaller with respect to the licensed chunk operator m has licensed. Thus, the remaining part of the chunk will be shared and then allocated to other operators in the area with a larger number of associated UEs. Conversely, if the typical gNB has more associated UEs with respect to the other gNBs in the area, the allocated band used for its transmission will be larger than the licensed chunk, therefore the use of some portions of bands licensed to other operators will be necessary. We use the Jain fairness measures to determine whether users are receiving a fair share of the system resources [18] . The fairness for a set of n throughput values is computed as
The metric J ranges from 1 n , which represents the worst case, to 1 (best case), and it is maximum when all UEs have the same throughput.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We report in this section results obtained from the analysis we have done in order to understand the advantages that an efficient use of the spectrum can bring. As previously explained, we are comparing two different simulation scenarios: (i) the baseline where the chunks of the band are equally and exclusively split among five operators; (ii) a scenario where operator bands are shared and dynamically adjusted in relation to the needs of the operators in a particular region. We report in Fig. 3 the empirical CDF of the throughput for the typical UE in all the compared configurations. As we can see, the procedure in which the band is dynamically adjusted according to the area results in better fairness among the UEs. In fact, the throughput is reduced for the best users (i.e., upper right part of the curve) while at the same time, passing from the blue curve to the yellow one, the throughput is improved for all the other users (e.g., worst and medium UEs). This means that the users in the dynamic procedure experience better fairness and the overall spectral efficiency increases. A similar behavior is achieved when the termγ ij (i.e., SNR) is considered. As expected, the throughput is bigger if an interference avoidance mechanism is adopted (as shown by the dashed curves). Furthermore, this last set of curves (i.e., when SNR is considered in place of the SINR) allows us to understand the upper bound that can be reached in the case in which all the interference conditions can be mitigated in the system.
Moreover, in Table I we report the Jain fairness measure and the average UE throughput varying the gNB density, which is considered equal for all the operators in the area. We recall that, even if the densities of UEs and gNBs are fixed and equal for all the operators, the precise number of nodes deployed is random and follows two independent PPPs. As the table reports, with the dynamic use of the spectrum, the average throughput is slightly bigger than the baseline, but more importantly, the fairness increases, which means that resources are better assigned among all the UEs. Other spectrum sharing techniques (i.e., the ones studied in [9] - [11] ) can further improve the average throughput and the spectral efficiency, although drastically reducing the fairness among the UEs. Moreover, such schemes would require accurate coordination, which may be costly in dense networks.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we suggest the use of an LSA or a third-party spectrum broker approach to dynamically share the total system band among operators in 5G mmWave cellular networks. In the context of the Italian regulator, which in turn follows the European directives, we suggest the use of a dynamic allocation of resources among operators. It appears useful to use a dynamic sharing approach for these frequencies in a way to better manage the spectrum and improve UE fairness. Our preliminary results show that dynamically sharing the spectrum according to the number of UEs associated to each operator results in better fairness among the UEs and also in the improvement of both spectral efficiency and user QoS.
As a future extension of this work, we will further study spectrum sharing approaches in line with the specifications of the regulators. An improvement of the preliminary analysis is required, focusing also on other specific outcomes of the auctions between operators. Moreover, as previously mentioned, a further economic study is needed in order to optimize the use of spectrum considering also a cost model for the operators that use the shared bands.
